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ABSTRACT 

A stack of silicon solid state detectors was uesd to resolve 
the isotopes of elements from Ge (Z: 32) to Kr (Z-:= 36) . Measured 
resolution values were compared with predicted theoretical values 
in order to determine some of the major causes of the mass uncer
tainty. 

INTRODUCTION 

Silicon solid state detectors are commonly used in accelera
tor and space-satellite-borne instrumentation to measure the 
kinetic energy, mass and the charge of energetic nuclei. A typical 
instrument includes a stack of several disk-shaped detectors. 
Nuclei lose energy as they penetrate through the stack of detectors, 
and from the measured energy loss in each detector, su·ch values as 
R (the range, how far the nucleus travelled in a detector before it 
stopped), M (the mass of the nucleus), and Z (the charge of the nuc
leus) can be determined. To date, instruments developed by Caltech -
and others have resolved isotopes of nuclei rc:lrlging from H (z:= 1) 
to Fe (Z-;=- 26) in both accelerator experiments and space. As might 
be expected (according to the theory), the mass resolution is better 
f~ the lighter nuclei (<t"'m ~0.1 amu for C, N, and 0) than for 
heavier nuclei (<(m ~O. 25 amu for Fe.} Here ~ m is the rms mass 
resolution measured in atomic mass units. In this research, results 
of Kr (Z-::. 36) fragmentation experiments, which were conducted at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac in 1984, are examined to 
see if mass of the isotopes of nuclei that are as heavy as Kr can 
be resolved by silicon solid state detectors. Results are compared 
with predicted resolutions which are calculated from theory in order 
to determine the important contributions to the· mass resolution. 

METHOD 

Set-up of the accelerator runs is as shown in FIGURE 1. At 
the CH2 (polyethelene) target~t\beam of krypton (Z:J6,M-::84 and 
>-400 ·MeV7nucleon) was fragmented. The resulting nuclei (of various 
mass and charge) were then detected at different depths of the 
detector stack according to their range. The detectors used in this 
study include one of 0.5 mm thickness, one of 1.7 ~~, and five 3 mm 
thick detectors. To illus"faate the determination of the mass of a 
nucleus, consider two detectors in the stack. As the nucleus tra
verses the first detector ( of thickness L), energy loss A E is mea
sured, while the second detector measures the residual energy loss·l:' 
as the nucleus stops, where the total energy is E: hE+ E'. Since 
there is a stack of detectors, some of!them can be combined to give 
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variety in thickness of A E measuring detector. For a particle of 
mass M, charge z, and kinetic energy E, the range can be approximated 
by the relation _ t-\ ( ~ \o(. __ . . 

. R - k ~,. M, . { \) .. 
. • CK •5- ~~ ~~, 

whereo(:1. 7.5 for 10~ E/M ~ 100 MeV per nucleon. We can write a 
similar equation for the range R - L of ~he particle after traversing 
a pathlength L, thus , d-.. 

R-l--=-k~~~) . (2) 
Solving this for the mass M, we get .J_ 

M-= (k(t~;~">y~' < 3) 

But we essentially have two equations and three unknowns (R, Z, and M) 
and the solution won't be unique. However, knowing that the mass M 
has to be roughly twice the charge z, we can introduce another quan
tity which has information on both Zand M. Call it z•. Rewriting 
the mass M as M=2Z +.AM, equations (1) and (2) give 

z'-=- 2:(l+~~, =l~~-•Ja\i (E/-E'«}.k c4) 
Also, R can be simplified to ~ 

... . R L"S (.5) • =- E;. cit_ \:::.'o(. . 
In order to resolve the isotopes, first it was necessary to plot 

the events using the equations for z• and Ras seen 'in FIGUP.E 2, and 
straighten the tracks (which correspond to various elements and_, 
isotopes) by adjusting the value fl.. in the equations. Since V' 
depends slightly on detector thickness, an appropriate value of°" 
had to be found for each thickness. A typical value of o{ is 1.67. 
Once this was done, a histogram of M for a given element was plotted 
by taking events in desired range of Zand using the equation for M. 
In doing so, a limited rane;e of R was s-et on events where the tracks • 
·were straightest (FIGU:IB 2) in order to obtain the best mass resolu
tion. As an example, FIGURE 3 shows a mass histogram for Br (Z-:= 35). 
Note the peaks due to r-10 different isotopes. Then a progra'Il which 
fits gaussians to pea}cs by the least squares method was used to cal
culate the mass resolution . . Unfortunately, the program only worked 
for prominent and clea,1.y separated peaks, which was not always the 
case. When a resolvable fit to the mass histograms could not be 
obtainec'I., the mass resolution was estinatea. by taking the full width 
at half maximum and cividing by 2.JS (f'~ 2.JS-< for gaussians 
where r is the fW~"!l.) The resulting' uncertainty is so!l'lewhat greater 
in these cases. The two methods were founc to be consistent within 
reason 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

TABLE shows some of the obtained mass resolution. These values 
were used in the following analysis. 

Since the value M depends on several variables 
correspondingly there are various uncertainties due 
"add up" to give the mass resolution. tor variable 
tainty on M is 

2 2 
gt1 'l.. 

4t-1c.x,) - 4')(1-( ax,J • 
Furthermore, 

( 
dM .2. 

~ &'x, ~X,) 
• (assuming independency of each -<x .) 

( equation (3)), 
to them which 
X. , the uncer-

It is expected that the most important such variable is energy
loss fluctuations, which are variations in the value of A E lost by 
the nuclei in the A E detector. The value varies because energy loss 
is a pure statistical process in that it is determined essentially by 
counting the number of eletrons that the traversing nucleus collides 
with. The uncertainty on M due to this factor has been calculated 
by SpalcUng (1983, Caltech)! ..l 2 ~ 

/ (~)tl(c{~~h<'3)L~:i-((_g_~-.: (R - l)3-0'\_) c. ~) 
41"'\(A.'6. )-= -c:t-\ I= 3o(. - 2.. / l 1 '- J ~ l-- . • • 

Ulhere Rand E are average values of range and kinetic energy respec
tively for a particular set of events, h(8) is defined to be 

hca) = r~c ,-~) 
and ~:is 4o2

-::.. 2.2co. \ 35 ~" )'2./ (_VhW\ ~ -s..,l,·co\'"\) • c::: \0) 
The predicted resolution values are calculated from this equation and 
are compared with experimental values for Kr in FIGURE 4 vs. various 
thicknes~of A E. detector. Both sets 'Of' .. values show definite~ a·ependen
cy on the A E detector thickness. As the thickness varies from 
0.5 mm to 12.0 m.m, they both decrease significantly. However, at. 
each thickness, there's an apparent eifferBnce between the predicted 
ano experimental values indicating that there are other contributions 
that have to·.:be·.::tak~n_ioto.:.~ocount. 

Now consider some experimental uncertainties. The uncertainty 
in M due to thickness variations of the A E detec_tor is 

LMC..L) = A1.-(~,(-t:) 1 M . (.\,) · 
One factor that's involved in this is the subtle non-uniformity of 
the thickness of each detector. Obviously, the more uniform it is, 
the more accurate anr. better the results are. This can be minimi
ze~ by choosing a more limited area or the detectors where particles 
are allowed to penetrate through. Using the proport5-lal counter, 

,,..,..... . 



1/2, 1/4, and 1/20 of the whole area at the center of the detectors 
were used to determine the significance of this factor on mass reso
lution, As it turne0 out, the resolution does actually get better 
as we approach the center of the detector .. But the effect was the 
greatest in going from the whole area to r/.4 of the area (indica
ting that t~e detectors are relatively flat within the center 1/4 
of the whole are .. ) Therefore it was concluded-that this factor 
probably doesn't have a dominant contribution on the uncertainty of 
M. Comparing the full and 1/20 area results for Kr with a 9 rmn A E 
detector thickness, we find...t~d-) '2:. 0.13 amu for the full detector. 
This corresponds to 4"L-~ 0. 009 amu out of 9 m,11. 

Another element that showed a possibility for a significant 
contribution is uncertainty in·. the angle at which nuclei enter .the 
detector. In the equation (3), this was taken to be constant at 5~ 
the angle of the detector stack to the beam. (In fact, because the 
particles can scatter , there is a distribution of angles about ·5°.) 
The thickness_L that has been considered up till now is in fact a 
path length T/cose (FIGURE 5). Taking this into account, equation (J) 

can b~ rewrMi tten a(s k(E."'°-- E'"') )~-\ ( ~/) 
• :. ----- (.o5S ::J 2~T · 

The mass uncertainty due to the uncertainty in angle & is 

6Mes) =: ~ M (-;i=-, -t°'ne) • . ( \ 2.) 
~ can check the contribution of~ toL[v\ by using data from a single 
run in which the detector stack was oriented ate: 10° instead of 5° . 
Here are the measured mass resolutions at these two angles, for Kr 
nuclei hitting the whole area of the detector. •. ·~ . ,. 

At e: 5° &~~~~r«l : c,. 2.~t°{ ±. 0.002. 

Ate: 10° c!'Mw.e-,~ : O. 2'\C\ i:. O . oc:>4 
It was possible to see the significance of the contribution of the 
angle variations to the uncertainty of M from these two values in -the 
following manner . . Recall equation ("J) , . . . 

? ~ aM)2. A M--ro1ro-.\ -=. ~ ( ~1'; ~ )(; 
• . '.2. ~t-,\ )~ / i(~f',\ \' = 4, ( ~ }C, -+ A )(;a, ~ X~ J ;- ... - -

2. 2 
.:. .&' MC.Ac) -+ ~Ml.6 "'> ~ - - -



Unc1er this assumption,~ of equation (\~ can be calculated· for both 
angles and they should match within reason. These calculations · 
gaved"e ,;: 1 .. 2.4• fore-::. 5° and<e::. o.6s:4for6h\~ f which are not 
consistent. On the other hand, we were able to set limits on the 
value ofdMct,). Knowing that the anzle contribution must be be .twice 
as larffe at e :. · 10• as at 9 :. 5• {from equation (W), maximum con-
tri but1on to the data taken ate, : ~ is _calculated to be <:("'Mc.e.): o .11 
amu (for Kr data.) ~ 

According to theory, the mass resolution should be better for 
smaller z. However, the present results show somewhat poorer reso
lution for Z:. 32, 34 and JS nuclei than for Z= J6. (See TABLE 1.) 
It is possible that this is due in ~rt to the fact that the angular 
variation is greater for fragments than Kr nuclei, since they are 
scattered at some small angles as Kr beam brea~up (whereas unfrag-
mented Kr nuclei would hit the detector perpendicularly.) • 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

·Results clearly show that ·silicon solid state detector-scan actually 
resolve isotopes of element' that are as heavy as Kr (Z= 36). The 
measured mass resolution varies fro~ 0.24 to 0.85 amu, lepen-
ding on the A E detector thickness and the fraction of its area used. 

· Several factors were considered and analyzed as possible major 
contributions to the mass resolution. The contribution from ener{!S
:toss fluctuation- proved to be important in that predicted uncertain
ty fro:n it always took a significant part of the measured resolution 
and as the graph showec. the predicted and experimental values 
behaved in the same manner for varying thickness of , the.A E detector. 
Unlike other factors, enerC3Y-loss fluctuatiol'bis something that is 
unavoidable and its correS'ponding contributio.n is always present. 

Thiclmess variations in theb-E detector~ tested as we meas
ured resolution with a different sized area of the detector. The 
mass resolution got better for s~aller area, but we found out that 
there is a limit as to how much we can decrease the area and 
still obtain a significant decrease in mass uncertainty. 

Also, the contribution from ang~ variations was considered. 
Measured values at two different angles were used along with the 
predicted values from energy-loss fluctuations to determine the· 
maximum value of uncertainty, .but calculations also showed that 
its contribution cannot account for a major portion of the mass 
uncertainty. 

ln the future, the experimental set-up can be i•proved ~or 
better mass resolution. One suggestion would be to make accurate 
measure~ents of the angle of each individual nucleus so that this 
variation coule be eliminated. This would help to improve the mass 
resolution. 

Adding up all the contributing uncertainties teat are lmown 
or can be estimated at this moment (for Kr at 8.: S . and 9 mm) 

.. 
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AMG4-l:::) - o. \62.. -. 

At,-1~ L) ~ 0- \~2.. 

4""H CS>) .c. 0. \Or'( 

4t-'\-'pt,J :: o.2.35" 
and comparing ·it with the measured: resolution, d'"~~ o.28f7 · 

o .. \6S ' {subtract in quadrature). 
There is a remaining difference of amu between them that is unac
counted for. This could be due to some other processes that are 
involved in the detector. One possible process is the electron 
pick-up. By picking up one or more electrons, nuclei can change 
their charge and result in energy loss values that are smaller 
than .expected. This process is expected to be more important for 
heavier nuclei. To investigate this would require studies of a 
wide range of nuclei at several energies and detector thicknesses. 
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